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4.3. Performance With Model

We then learn the model as described in Section 3.2. To be able to

evaluate different machines’ performance through the model, we

computed a round-robin evaluation, leaving one machine out each

time for a total of five models. After the d regression models were
learned for each of the five machines (using a C of 1000 and a �
of 0.5,) we computed our features on the machine audio and put

them through its left-out model (i.e. the model trained on the data

excluding both that particular machine’s sound and its imitations)

to compute a projection in human imitation space for the machine

sound. We then computed the similarity classification as above,

but instead of computing similarity of human imitation to machine

sound, we computed the similarity between human imitation and

machine sound projected into human imitation space.

blender drill vacuum sewing coffee

blender 0.44 0.11 0.15 0.25 0.05

drill 0.27 0.03 0.62 0.07 0.01

vacuum 0.22 0.11 0.46 0.13 0.09

sewing 0.24 0.09 0.36 0.21 0.10

coffee 0.18 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.37

Table 3: Confusion of prediction of human imitations (rows)

against machine ground truth (columns) projected through our

learned auditory model with the highest probability for each im-

itation in bold. This machine prediction task scored 60% overall.

Mean accuracy of classifiers = 0.30.

The results for this task are in Table 3. We see that our overall

accuracy in the 1-in-5 prediction task is now at 60% over the 20%

we achieved without using the model. We also see that our mean

accuracy is now 0.30, compared to 0.22 for no model and 0.2 for

the baseline. The missed machines include the drill, which had the

highest self similarity in Table 1, and the sewing machine. We ex-

plain the poor performance of the drill due to poor generalization

in our model: since the drill has high self-similarity and low simi-

larity to any of the other machines, our model (trained on only the

other machines in the round robin) did not account for its unique

sound.

4.4. Evaluating Different Features

Due to the expressive range of each of the machines, we attempted

to determine which of the auditory features were more valuable for

each machines’ individual classification task. Just as we computed

a leave-one-out evaluation along the machine axis for evaluation in

prediction, we here evaluate feature performance by formulating

the vector of the (2d) � 1 permutations. For each feature permu-
tation, we compute the similarity evaluation as above and search

the result space for the best performing overall model and also the

best performing classifer for each individual machine.

machine best features performance

blender aperiodicity 0.79

drill spectral centroid, modulation centroid 0.24

vacuum power 0.70

sewing f0 0.40

coffee modulation centroid 0.68

The best overall feature space for the 1-in-5 task throughmodel

was found to be a combination of all features but the modulation

spectral centroid. For the task without the model, the best perform-

ing features for the similarity classification were a combination of

f0, power, and modulation centroid.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

We show in this paper that it is possible to project a machine sound

to a human vocal space applicable for classification. Our results

are illuminating but we note there is a large amount of future work

to fully understand the problem and increase our accuracy. We

hope to integrate long-scale time-aware features as well as a time-

aware learning scheme such as hidden Markov models or time ker-

nels for SVMs [15]. We also want to perform studies with more

machines and more subjects, as well as learn a parameter map-

ping to automatically control the functions of the machines (speed,

torque, etc.) along with the detection.
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4.3. Performance With Model

We then learn the model as described in Section 3.2. To be able to

evaluate different machines’ performance through the model, we

computed a round-robin evaluation, leaving one machine out each

time for a total of five models. After the d regression models were
learned for each of the five machines (using a C of 1000 and a �
of 0.5,) we computed our features on the machine audio and put

them through its left-out model (i.e. the model trained on the data

excluding both that particular machine’s sound and its imitations)

to compute a projection in human imitation space for the machine

sound. We then computed the similarity classification as above,

but instead of computing similarity of human imitation to machine

sound, we computed the similarity between human imitation and

machine sound projected into human imitation space.

blender drill vacuum sewing coffee

blender 0.44 0.11 0.15 0.25 0.05

drill 0.27 0.03 0.62 0.07 0.01

vacuum 0.22 0.11 0.46 0.13 0.09

sewing 0.24 0.09 0.36 0.21 0.10

coffee 0.18 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.37

Table 3: Confusion of prediction of human imitations (rows)

against machine ground truth (columns) projected through our

learned auditory model with the highest probability for each im-

itation in bold. This machine prediction task scored 60% overall.

Mean accuracy of classifiers = 0.30.

The results for this task are in Table 3. We see that our overall

accuracy in the 1-in-5 prediction task is now at 60% over the 20%

we achieved without using the model. We also see that our mean

accuracy is now 0.30, compared to 0.22 for no model and 0.2 for

the baseline. The missed machines include the drill, which had the

highest self similarity in Table 1, and the sewing machine. We ex-

plain the poor performance of the drill due to poor generalization

in our model: since the drill has high self-similarity and low simi-

larity to any of the other machines, our model (trained on only the

other machines in the round robin) did not account for its unique

sound.

4.4. Evaluating Different Features

Due to the expressive range of each of the machines, we attempted

to determine which of the auditory features were more valuable for

each machines’ individual classification task. Just as we computed

a leave-one-out evaluation along the machine axis for evaluation in

prediction, we here evaluate feature performance by formulating

the vector of the (2d) � 1 permutations. For each feature permu-
tation, we compute the similarity evaluation as above and search

the result space for the best performing overall model and also the

best performing classifer for each individual machine.

machine best features performance

blender aperiodicity 0.79

drill spectral centroid, modulation centroid 0.24

vacuum power 0.70

sewing f0 0.40

coffee modulation centroid 0.68

The best overall feature space for the 1-in-5 task throughmodel

was found to be a combination of all features but the modulation

spectral centroid. For the task without the model, the best perform-

ing features for the similarity classification were a combination of

f0, power, and modulation centroid.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

We show in this paper that it is possible to project a machine sound

to a human vocal space applicable for classification. Our results

are illuminating but we note there is a large amount of future work

to fully understand the problem and increase our accuracy. We

hope to integrate long-scale time-aware features as well as a time-

aware learning scheme such as hidden Markov models or time ker-

nels for SVMs [15]. We also want to perform studies with more

machines and more subjects, as well as learn a parameter map-

ping to automatically control the functions of the machines (speed,

torque, etc.) along with the detection.
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4.3. Performance With Model

We then learn the model as described in Section 3.2. To be able to

evaluate different machines’ performance through the model, we

computed a round-robin evaluation, leaving one machine out each

time for a total of five models. After the d regression models were
learned for each of the five machines (using a C of 1000 and a �
of 0.5,) we computed our features on the machine audio and put

them through its left-out model (i.e. the model trained on the data

excluding both that particular machine’s sound and its imitations)

to compute a projection in human imitation space for the machine

sound. We then computed the similarity classification as above,

but instead of computing similarity of human imitation to machine

sound, we computed the similarity between human imitation and

machine sound projected into human imitation space.

blender drill vacuum sewing coffee

blender 0.44 0.11 0.15 0.25 0.05

drill 0.27 0.03 0.62 0.07 0.01

vacuum 0.22 0.11 0.46 0.13 0.09

sewing 0.24 0.09 0.36 0.21 0.10

coffee 0.18 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.37

Table 3: Confusion of prediction of human imitations (rows)

against machine ground truth (columns) projected through our

learned auditory model with the highest probability for each im-

itation in bold. This machine prediction task scored 60% overall.

Mean accuracy of classifiers = 0.30.

The results for this task are in Table 3. We see that our overall

accuracy in the 1-in-5 prediction task is now at 60% over the 20%

we achieved without using the model. We also see that our mean

accuracy is now 0.30, compared to 0.22 for no model and 0.2 for

the baseline. The missed machines include the drill, which had the

highest self similarity in Table 1, and the sewing machine. We ex-

plain the poor performance of the drill due to poor generalization

in our model: since the drill has high self-similarity and low simi-

larity to any of the other machines, our model (trained on only the

other machines in the round robin) did not account for its unique

sound.

4.4. Evaluating Different Features

Due to the expressive range of each of the machines, we attempted

to determine which of the auditory features were more valuable for

each machines’ individual classification task. Just as we computed

a leave-one-out evaluation along the machine axis for evaluation in

prediction, we here evaluate feature performance by formulating

the vector of the (2d) � 1 permutations. For each feature permu-
tation, we compute the similarity evaluation as above and search

the result space for the best performing overall model and also the

best performing classifer for each individual machine.

machine best features performance

blender aperiodicity 0.79

drill spectral centroid, modulation centroid 0.24

vacuum power 0.70

sewing f0 0.40

coffee modulation centroid 0.68

The best overall feature space for the 1-in-5 task throughmodel

was found to be a combination of all features but the modulation

spectral centroid. For the task without the model, the best perform-

ing features for the similarity classification were a combination of

f0, power, and modulation centroid.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

We show in this paper that it is possible to project a machine sound

to a human vocal space applicable for classification. Our results

are illuminating but we note there is a large amount of future work

to fully understand the problem and increase our accuracy. We

hope to integrate long-scale time-aware features as well as a time-

aware learning scheme such as hidden Markov models or time ker-

nels for SVMs [15]. We also want to perform studies with more

machines and more subjects, as well as learn a parameter map-

ping to automatically control the functions of the machines (speed,

torque, etc.) along with the detection.
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4.3. Performance With Model

We then learn the model as described in Section 3.2. To be able to

evaluate different machines’ performance through the model, we

computed a round-robin evaluation, leaving one machine out each

time for a total of five models. After the d regression models were
learned for each of the five machines (using a C of 1000 and a �
of 0.5,) we computed our features on the machine audio and put

them through its left-out model (i.e. the model trained on the data

excluding both that particular machine’s sound and its imitations)

to compute a projection in human imitation space for the machine

sound. We then computed the similarity classification as above,

but instead of computing similarity of human imitation to machine

sound, we computed the similarity between human imitation and

machine sound projected into human imitation space.

blender drill vacuum sewing coffee

blender 0.44 0.11 0.15 0.25 0.05

drill 0.27 0.03 0.62 0.07 0.01

vacuum 0.22 0.11 0.46 0.13 0.09

sewing 0.24 0.09 0.36 0.21 0.10

coffee 0.18 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.37

Table 3: Confusion of prediction of human imitations (rows)

against machine ground truth (columns) projected through our

learned auditory model with the highest probability for each im-

itation in bold. This machine prediction task scored 60% overall.

Mean accuracy of classifiers = 0.30.

The results for this task are in Table 3. We see that our overall

accuracy in the 1-in-5 prediction task is now at 60% over the 20%

we achieved without using the model. We also see that our mean

accuracy is now 0.30, compared to 0.22 for no model and 0.2 for

the baseline. The missed machines include the drill, which had the

highest self similarity in Table 1, and the sewing machine. We ex-

plain the poor performance of the drill due to poor generalization

in our model: since the drill has high self-similarity and low simi-

larity to any of the other machines, our model (trained on only the

other machines in the round robin) did not account for its unique

sound.

4.4. Evaluating Different Features

Due to the expressive range of each of the machines, we attempted

to determine which of the auditory features were more valuable for

each machines’ individual classification task. Just as we computed

a leave-one-out evaluation along the machine axis for evaluation in

prediction, we here evaluate feature performance by formulating

the vector of the (2d) � 1 permutations. For each feature permu-
tation, we compute the similarity evaluation as above and search

the result space for the best performing overall model and also the

best performing classifer for each individual machine.

machine best features performance

blender aperiodicity 0.79

drill spectral centroid, modulation centroid 0.24

vacuum power 0.70

sewing f0 0.40

coffee modulation centroid 0.68

The best overall feature space for the 1-in-5 task throughmodel

was found to be a combination of all features but the modulation

spectral centroid. For the task without the model, the best perform-

ing features for the similarity classification were a combination of

f0, power, and modulation centroid.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

We show in this paper that it is possible to project a machine sound

to a human vocal space applicable for classification. Our results

are illuminating but we note there is a large amount of future work

to fully understand the problem and increase our accuracy. We

hope to integrate long-scale time-aware features as well as a time-

aware learning scheme such as hidden Markov models or time ker-

nels for SVMs [15]. We also want to perform studies with more

machines and more subjects, as well as learn a parameter map-

ping to automatically control the functions of the machines (speed,

torque, etc.) along with the detection.
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4.3. Performance With Model

We then learn the model as described in Section 3.2. To be able to

evaluate different machines’ performance through the model, we

computed a round-robin evaluation, leaving one machine out each

time for a total of five models. After the d regression models were
learned for each of the five machines (using a C of 1000 and a �
of 0.5,) we computed our features on the machine audio and put

them through its left-out model (i.e. the model trained on the data

excluding both that particular machine’s sound and its imitations)

to compute a projection in human imitation space for the machine

sound. We then computed the similarity classification as above,

but instead of computing similarity of human imitation to machine

sound, we computed the similarity between human imitation and

machine sound projected into human imitation space.

blender drill vacuum sewing coffee

blender 0.44 0.11 0.15 0.25 0.05

drill 0.27 0.03 0.62 0.07 0.01

vacuum 0.22 0.11 0.46 0.13 0.09

sewing 0.24 0.09 0.36 0.21 0.10

coffee 0.18 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.37

Table 3: Confusion of prediction of human imitations (rows)

against machine ground truth (columns) projected through our

learned auditory model with the highest probability for each im-

itation in bold. This machine prediction task scored 60% overall.

Mean accuracy of classifiers = 0.30.

The results for this task are in Table 3. We see that our overall

accuracy in the 1-in-5 prediction task is now at 60% over the 20%

we achieved without using the model. We also see that our mean

accuracy is now 0.30, compared to 0.22 for no model and 0.2 for

the baseline. The missed machines include the drill, which had the

highest self similarity in Table 1, and the sewing machine. We ex-

plain the poor performance of the drill due to poor generalization

in our model: since the drill has high self-similarity and low simi-

larity to any of the other machines, our model (trained on only the

other machines in the round robin) did not account for its unique

sound.

4.4. Evaluating Different Features

Due to the expressive range of each of the machines, we attempted

to determine which of the auditory features were more valuable for

each machines’ individual classification task. Just as we computed

a leave-one-out evaluation along the machine axis for evaluation in

prediction, we here evaluate feature performance by formulating

the vector of the (2d) � 1 permutations. For each feature permu-
tation, we compute the similarity evaluation as above and search

the result space for the best performing overall model and also the

best performing classifer for each individual machine.

machine best features performance

blender aperiodicity 0.79

drill spectral centroid, modulation centroid 0.24

vacuum power 0.70

sewing f0 0.40

coffee modulation centroid 0.68

The best overall feature space for the 1-in-5 task throughmodel

was found to be a combination of all features but the modulation

spectral centroid. For the task without the model, the best perform-

ing features for the similarity classification were a combination of

f0, power, and modulation centroid.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

We show in this paper that it is possible to project a machine sound

to a human vocal space applicable for classification. Our results

are illuminating but we note there is a large amount of future work

to fully understand the problem and increase our accuracy. We

hope to integrate long-scale time-aware features as well as a time-

aware learning scheme such as hidden Markov models or time ker-

nels for SVMs [15]. We also want to perform studies with more

machines and more subjects, as well as learn a parameter map-

ping to automatically control the functions of the machines (speed,

torque, etc.) along with the detection.
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4.3. Performance With Model

We then learn the model as described in Section 3.2. To be able to

evaluate different machines’ performance through the model, we

computed a round-robin evaluation, leaving one machine out each

time for a total of five models. After the d regression models were
learned for each of the five machines (using a C of 1000 and a �
of 0.5,) we computed our features on the machine audio and put

them through its left-out model (i.e. the model trained on the data

excluding both that particular machine’s sound and its imitations)

to compute a projection in human imitation space for the machine

sound. We then computed the similarity classification as above,

but instead of computing similarity of human imitation to machine

sound, we computed the similarity between human imitation and

machine sound projected into human imitation space.

blender drill vacuum sewing coffee

blender 0.44 0.11 0.15 0.25 0.05

drill 0.27 0.03 0.62 0.07 0.01

vacuum 0.22 0.11 0.46 0.13 0.09

sewing 0.24 0.09 0.36 0.21 0.10

coffee 0.18 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.37

Table 3: Confusion of prediction of human imitations (rows)

against machine ground truth (columns) projected through our

learned auditory model with the highest probability for each im-

itation in bold. This machine prediction task scored 60% overall.

Mean accuracy of classifiers = 0.30.

The results for this task are in Table 3. We see that our overall

accuracy in the 1-in-5 prediction task is now at 60% over the 20%

we achieved without using the model. We also see that our mean

accuracy is now 0.30, compared to 0.22 for no model and 0.2 for

the baseline. The missed machines include the drill, which had the

highest self similarity in Table 1, and the sewing machine. We ex-

plain the poor performance of the drill due to poor generalization

in our model: since the drill has high self-similarity and low simi-

larity to any of the other machines, our model (trained on only the

other machines in the round robin) did not account for its unique

sound.

4.4. Evaluating Different Features

Due to the expressive range of each of the machines, we attempted

to determine which of the auditory features were more valuable for

each machines’ individual classification task. Just as we computed

a leave-one-out evaluation along the machine axis for evaluation in

prediction, we here evaluate feature performance by formulating

the vector of the (2d) � 1 permutations. For each feature permu-
tation, we compute the similarity evaluation as above and search

the result space for the best performing overall model and also the

best performing classifer for each individual machine.

machine best features performance

blender aperiodicity 0.79

drill spectral centroid, modulation centroid 0.24

vacuum power 0.70

sewing f0 0.40

coffee modulation centroid 0.68

The best overall feature space for the 1-in-5 task throughmodel

was found to be a combination of all features but the modulation

spectral centroid. For the task without the model, the best perform-

ing features for the similarity classification were a combination of

f0, power, and modulation centroid.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

We show in this paper that it is possible to project a machine sound

to a human vocal space applicable for classification. Our results

are illuminating but we note there is a large amount of future work

to fully understand the problem and increase our accuracy. We

hope to integrate long-scale time-aware features as well as a time-

aware learning scheme such as hidden Markov models or time ker-

nels for SVMs [15]. We also want to perform studies with more

machines and more subjects, as well as learn a parameter map-

ping to automatically control the functions of the machines (speed,

torque, etc.) along with the detection.
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         Toastie, Blendie, and Hoover in use by visitors at the exhibition titled Unteathered at Eyebeam in NYC in 2008.
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Preliminary sketches for Companion Projects, 2004. These organ-like machines operate as both useful medical or wellness devices and as criti-
cal social actors/assistants in making workable the assumptions and unconscious side-practices materializing in state-of-the-art healthcare 
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needs and desires and decisions about what matters were materialing and taking hold. This series disturbed those non-neutral choices.

 Preliminary sketches for Companion Projects
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The making of Omo





Design sketch for a two-site large scale pair of machines that facilitate a visceral and autonomic communication bridge 
between otherwise separated groups of people.
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